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The main presupposition in my study on AIs and robots is; if we develop human-level 

machine intelligence (in the sense of Nick Bostrom[2014]) in liberal society, we (liberal) 

human society cannot help but treat them as a kind of "persons" with a set of "human 

rights", as agents having moral status. So, my main concern is not whether we should 

treat human-level AIs and robots as "humans" or not, rather, whether we would be 

motivated to develop such machines. I myself am skeptic about it. My study starts from 

this skepticism. 

I have a very similar type of skepticism about possibility of large-scale manned space 

exploration or space colonization. And I think there is a kind of parallelism, structural 

similarity between development of human-level machine intelligence and space 

colonization. 

In Inaba[2016], I presented this set of skepticisms. Here I will outline the discussion. 

 

1 The implausibility of realization of space colonization 

 

  There seems to be almost no reason to colonize outer space for human beings, at least, 

in near future.  

At first, we have no fatally serious population problem which needs emigration from 

the earth. Gerard O’Neill’s colonization project presupposed population explosion in 

near future(O’Neill[1977]), but, in reality, it has become clear that human population 

growth curve doesn’t seem like exponential but Gomperz or Logistic. Even if there 

would be serious global environmental problems, it must be cheaper and safer to make 

earth environment better than to build sustainable colonies for billions of people in 

outer space (cf. Milligan[2015]). In other words, there would be no acute need for space 

colonization for us, humans on earth. 

Scientific and resource exploration might be great chance, but it would be 

unnecessary to establish sustainable colony for such missions. In most cases, it would be 

enough to send unmanned robot spacecrafts. Even in case of manned mission, there 

might be no need for “colonization”, i.e., establishment of human living base with 

self-reproductive economy in outer space. So the leading role of space activity would be 
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played by teams of intelligent machines and a few people. 

Even if we would like to establish a sustainable space colony for itself, neither for 

survival as a species nor for economic benefit, we should make habitants of it as 

enhanced or remodeled humans, because of harshness of outer space environment. 

Space radiation must cause cancer and other serious diseases among space habitants 

without effective shield, so such colony couldn’t be like O’Neill’s cylinder of glass and 

steel, but something like hive in deep cave in an asteroid, guarded by thick stone wall. 

But, even if with such protection, space habitants might face far more radiation risk 

than people on the earth, and in the long run(maybe some hundred years), partly 

because of accumulation of gene mutations of human DNAs themselves and of 

microbiota, and partly because of artificial remodeling of bodies(genetic engineering and 

cyborg technology), space habitants couldn’t help but become beings different from 

earthly natural humans in many respects, not only cultural and societal, but also 

biological and physical. 

Adding to that, such colony in an asteroid might remain on its original, natural orbit. 

Of course, humans might be able to transport the asteroid as a whole, from its original 

to earth orbit, but its cost must be very high. Compared to it, human travel cost to the 

asteroid on its original orbit should be far cheaper. So the feasibility of asteroid colonies 

on their natural orbits seems to be a little higher than that on earth orbits. 

But such colonies must endure “Tyranny of Distance”. Not only distance of each 

colony from the earth, but also distance between colonies each other, are so huge that it 

would be impossible to communicate without huge (minutes or hours length) time-lag 

between space habitants. Today, our global society enjoys high-density real-time 

telecommunication network on the earth. For example, we enjoy cloud computing. We 

can connect so many machines scattered worldwide into a huge virtual supercomputer, 

without worrying time-lag seriously. To build a space colony, especially on an asteroid on 

its natural orbit, means to make an isle isolated from this high-integrated network 

community. Such isolation should become great disadvantage for space habitants. 

Some dictatorship regime with great passion for space colonization by a chance might 

promote such project at all costs, but, in society with liberal ideas, it must be difficult to 

find human resources who would undertake it voluntarily. It is illegitimate to send any 

people to such isolate colony without voluntary consent. Not to mention, it cannot be 

justifiable to remodel or enhance anyone forcibly. 

If there are already a number of enhanced humans and artificial persons with 

human-level machine intelligence, such beings might be able to become space colonists 

easily and voluntarily. But how could be such "people" come into being, especially in 
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liberal society? 

 

2 The implausibility of realization of human-level machine intelligence 

 

 There seems to be almost no reason to develop human-level machine intelligence or 

"artificial person", at least, as mass industrial product. If we need fully autonomous 

intelligent agents for practical usage, we had better utilize natural human beings and 

maybe some animals). Most practical tasks we might face could be handled adequately 

by team of natural humans and non-/semi-autonomous intelligent machines. 

 If we develop machines with human-level intelligence and autonomy, we should treat 

them as beings with their own moral status, i.e., as “artificial persons”, so we must take 

their “human” rights seriously. We couldn’t utilize them as pure instruments, without 

respect to their own will dignity. When we natural humans would like to have such 

“artificial persons” do some work for us, we must make contract with them, as in case 

with ordinary humans. It might be as tiresome as hiring natural persons. So, what kind 

of work just suitable for “artificial human beings”? 

 At first glance, large-scale outer space exploration, space colonization seems to be 

mission perfect for such autonomous intelligent machines or "artificial humans", 

because of long distance making immediate communication with the earth impossible. 

That is the case of very complicated and uncertain mission, which needs agile 

judgement capable only for human beings, but impossible for natural humans, because 

it must done in deep outer space, from where they could never return to earth in their 

lifetime, or where environment is very harsh. But, if we make autonomous machine 

agents for some special purpose like outer space exploration, we must face the moral 

problem of treating such agents. In liberal society, it would be illegitimate to make 

autonomous machines with human-level intelligence for special purpose, because, 

despite such machines should be treated as moral subjects with dignity, to make them 

as dedicated to special purpose should be nothing but coercion. So we should not make 

such autonomous machines only for space colonization. 

 If there are already huge demand for space colonization enterprise, there might be 

open job market for high-spec enhanced/remodeled humans and artificial/mechanical 

persons. Some of them might become space colonists voluntarily. But how could be such 

market come into being, especially in liberal society? 

 

3 Circular arguments? 
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In this way, we can find a kind of circular arguments. Argument (a) is: "The feasibility 

of space colonization might be relatively high in a society that accepts remodeled 

humans and autonomous robots as ordinary "humans", and (b) is: 'Human-level 

autonomous robots with “strong AI” might be demanded on large scale if there is a huge 

market for space colonization enterprise". I don’t know whether there might come the 

third factor which would endorse both space colonization and development of 

human-level machine intelligence.  
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